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Abstract

The requirement of detection and identification of tables
from document images is crucial to any document image
analysis and digital library system. Here in this paper we
report a very simple but extremely powerful approach to de-
tect any table in any form that may be present in a document
page. The algorithm rely on the observation that the ta-
bles has distinct columns whose physical implication is in
the presence of substantially larger gaps between the fields
than the gaps between the words in text lines. This decep-
tively simple observation has led to the design of a simple
but powerful table detection system with a low computa-
tion cost and achieving an efficiency close to 100%. More-
over, mathematical foundation of the approach is also es-
tablished including formation of a regular expression for
ease of implementation.

1. Introduction

Millions of paper documents are being produced every-
day adding an ever ending wealth of information to the hu-
man society. Practical use of these documents demand in-
dexing, viewing, printing and extracting the intended por-
tions in a fast and flexible way through electronic media.
With the maturity of the document image analysis such sys-
tems are coming in the market. These include digital doc-
ument libraries, vectorization of engineering drawings and
form processing systems [14, 11, 12, 17, 1] to name a few.

Here in this paper we present a fully automated tech-
nique for detection and segmentation of tables from the doc-
ument images.

Common task for a typical document image analysis
(DIA)system starts with skew correction and identification
of the constituent parts of the document image to text,
graphics, half-tones etc. The graphics portion may be vec-
torised and text portion may be put to OCR. However any
table that may be present in the document needs to be iden-

tified and requires special treatment because the fields are
inter-related and individually carry a little sense. It may be
noted that the table detection/segmentation step may be fol-
lowed by table recognition step where the goal is to find
out the logical or layout structure of the table. For such
recognition problems it is usually assumed that the tables
are already segmented out from the document or the whole
document is a table [9]. In this paper our goal is limited
to segmenting out tables of any kind from the scanned doc-
ument for subsequent processing in a simple and efficient
manner.

2. Past Work

Table detection and segmentation is done by many re-
searchers [3, 21, 6, 20]. Watanabe et al. [21] have proposed
a tree representation to capture the structures of various
kinds of tables. Table structure detection is also reported
in [10, 3]. Zuyev [22] described a table grid and defined
the compound cell and simple cell of a table based on table
grid. Node property matrix is used by Tanaka [18] in pro-
cessing of irregular rule lines and generation of HTML files.
Unknown table structure analysis is proposed by Belaid [2].
Tersteegen et al. proposed a system for extraction of tab-
ular structure with the help of predefined reference table
[19] and Tsuruoka [20] proposed a segmentation method for
complex tables including rule lines and omitted rule lines.
In [6] a technique is described to separate out tables and
headings present in document images. Ramel et al. [16]
used a flexible representation scheme based on clear dis-
tinction between the physical table and its logical structure.
Detection and extraction of tables is done by the analysis
of graphics line present in the table in the context of the
representation scheme. For tables without the rule lines a
multilevel analysis of the of the layout of text component is
carried out to capture the regularities of the text present in a
typical table.

Only a few approaches for table detection are based on
the textual contents of the document; we describe two rep-



resentative [13, 9] from them. In [13] individual words
are clustered and a block segmentation graph is constructed
based on the overlaps of the individual items (words) in con-
secutive lines. Note that in tables the overlaps are limited to
individual columns and the block segmentation graph will
be distinctly different from a block of normal text. The au-
thors claim that this approach works fine for ASCII file and
may be extended for a scanned document. However the al-
gorithm contains too many heuristics and no guideline is
given regarding the choice of the parameters used for seg-
mentation. In [9] a structured approach based on dynamic
programming is taken to find out which input line(s) can be
taken as a part of a table. This is done by computing some
characteristics like score, merit and line correlations to as-
certain the gain (or loss) if the candidate line is taken ( or
rejected) as a part of the table. This approach has a strong
theoretical foundation but the couple of empirical constants
used in the characteristic measures need to be fixed without
a priory knowledge. As a result the detection rate is lim-
ited to 81% for the scanned image and only 83% for ASCII
text. This reflects the difficulty in mapping the theoretical
proposition to a practical implementation.

3. Proposed Work

The objective of the present work is to find out any table
that is present in a scanned document using simple checks
on the structural properties of the document thereby avoid-
ing costly solutions.

This work is the continuation of our earlier work on
segmentation where the document image containing text,
graphics, half-tones are segmented. The work starts with the
gray scale image of the page. Half-tones are removed first
[5]. The image is then binarised [15] and skew corrected
[7]. Further processing is done column wise; so multicol-
umn document is stripped into separate columns. Graphics
are extracted next leaving text zones only [4] which is used
as the input for table detection in the present work.

3.1. Observation

To formulate the rules for detection of the tables from
document images we have scanned 52 pages containing dif-
ferent types of tables. The observations are listed below.� Tables may be bounded by boxes. Rows and columns

may have horizontal and vertical rule line.� Tables without any box and rule lines are also com-
mon.� The gap between the fields (columns) is significantly
larger than the normal word gap in a text line. This
feature is applicable to all tables and distinguishes ta-
ble rows from normal text lines.

3.2. Steps for table detection

The table detection algorithm depends primarily on A)
formation of word clusters in text lines and B) finding out
the set of consecutive candidate text lines which would form
a table. As a preprocessing step component labelling is
done first to find out the median of the height and width
of the components. Using these medians all vertical and
horizontal rule lines are eliminated. Unlike some works on
table detection which rely on the presence of the rule lines
our approach is to remove them to get unified tabular forms
and to extend the gap between the fields; a characteristics
which is primarily exploited in our work.
A. Formation of Text line clusters
This is done by coalescing the words in a line. Normally
a text line would be converted to a single rectangular block
while a row of a table would consists of multiple smaller
blocks. Such a word coalescing depends on the accuracy
in finding the normal word gap and finding out consecutive
connected component in a single text line.

We next mathematically formulate the cluster formation.
Consider a binary image

�������
, which consists of con-

nected components �
	������������������������� , as defined in stan-
dard text [8] with their usual meanings. Let ������	 � , !"�#�
	$� ,% ���
	&� and '(���
	�� be the ) extreme points of the �*,+ con-
nected component in 4 directions (i.e.; left, right, top and
bottom) respectively.

Suppose function - guarantees that the two connected
components are in the same text line. Then function - may
be represented as

.0/,132$4517658:9 ;<= <>�? if
/A@B/,1 2 8DCFEG/,17658H�IKJEG/,132L83MN@B/,17658O8P

otherwise

Note that for any three connected components ��Q , �
R
and �
S ; if -����
QT���
RU�V� � and -����
R����
SU�V� � then-����
QT�U��SU�W�X� ; i.e., transitive property holds on relation- for connected components.

Cluster formation requires information on inter-word
gap. This may be obtained from the histogram Y of dis-
tance Z between two consecutive connected components� Q and � R . The distance function D is defined for com-
puting the horizontal distance between any two consecutive
connected components, as below

ZN���
QT�U�
R��[�\�B�#��RU�7]^!K���
Q&�
where _`�baKcedfhg �B�#� f �3]i!K�#��Q$�Uj such that �,-��#�
QT��� f �k�� AND ����� f �"lm!K��� Q �5� . The histogram Y registers the
intermediate character gap of two consecutive characters. It
may be noted that if there is only one font in the document
then we will get two distinct humps in Y ; first one for char-
acter gap in a word and the second one for the word gap. An



example page and corresponding histogram is shown in fig-
ure 1(a) and (b). If there is more than one font we may find

(a) (b)

Figure 1. Example of a page and histogram; (a) docu-

ment page; (b) histogram of the preprocessed page with

a horizontal scaling factor of 5.

few other humps however first hump will be most promi-
nent followed by the second hump. Our intention is to find
out the word gap in the normal text in a document page so
that we could combine the consecutive words into a single
cluster. For doing so we have taken the upper boundary ( � )
of the second hump. Morphological closing operation with
a structuring element of area ����� � � will form the clus-
ters denoted as

���
(where � � �$�U�����������	� ). The cluster

formation will be dictated by the following two conditions:

1. If there are two connected components ��
 and ��� �����F����� � � having the relations� -��#� 
 �U� � �k���� ZN�#�
 �U��������
then �
 and �� should belong to the same cluster.

2.
� Q�� � R�������� �U_�� � ����� �U_ �!�#"%$NZ&�('� _��

A typical cluster formation using the computed structuring
element from the histogram is shown in fig. 2(a).
B. Selection of candidate text line for table(s)
Clusters are formed by coalescing the connected compo-
nents so it has all the physical properties of a connected
component. Thus we can directly apply the previously de-
fined five functions ���7!"� % �3' � and - on these clusters.
Let there are total

%
number of distinct text lines which are

represented as
%%) � Q where �K����������������� % .

Each text line is nothing but a set of clusters such that
a cluster should not be shared by more than one text lines.
Two clusters will be in two different text lines if they have

(a) (b)

Figure 2. Example of cluster formation; (a) Cluster formed

from image shown in fig 1(a); (b) candidate lines.

a positive intermediate vertical gap and two cluster will be
in same text line if they overlapped in horizontal projection.
Number index of the text lines are assigned in raster scan
order which implies that for two text lines

%%) �
Q and
% ) � R

we will reach
% ) ��Q first for all �*�!+ _�� , such that � �,�

� ��_ � % � .
Candidate text line selection is done primarily by taking

all lines that has more than one cluster (see fig. 2(b)). It
may be noted that all words in a text line are coalesced to
a single cluster whereas we get multiple clusters for table
rows. Mathematically

�-$NZ � % ) ��QL�[�
;= > � if ���-$ % � % ) � Q �^l �!��5���.�/� % �0

otherwise

Where �-$ %
counts the number of clusters in a line.

It may be noted that the primary selection is not enough
to select all potential candidate lines; we may miss some of
the rows of the tables. Those lines should be included for
better performance and to prevent splitting errors. Impos-
ing candidature to some of the lines which have not been
considered in primary selection is the next task. Imposing
candidature to non selected text lines is based mathemati-
cally on the following: A function namely

� Z , calculates
the vertical distance between two consecutive text lines, is
defined by

� ZN�*���F�1�324�k� % � ��5 �N] '(� �76 �5�
for all

� 5,8 % ) ��Q:9<; AND for all
� 6=8 % ) ��Q such that� ����2��?>@�!�G� AND �5�����/+ % � .

ACBED
computes the median of the intermediate candi-

date line gaps and is given by

ACBED �#�3FHGI2?�J�k� � ZN�*�����



for all � �-$NZN� % ) ��Q �0� � AND �-$NZN� % ) ��Q:9<;��0� �
such that � ���.� + % �

Based on the function
� Z and the measure

ACBED
we

impose the candidature on some text lines whose candida-
ture is currently false if the following conditions are satis-
fied.

1. �-$NZN� %%) � Q � ;�� � �
2.
� ZN� �G] � � � � � � ACBED �

3. �-$NZN� %%) � Q 9<;�� � �
4.
� ZN� �T��� � � � ACBED �
where � ��+!� + % � and � is a constant 1.

This gives candidature to those lines which has initially
failed to fulfill the characteristics of a candidate text line
but its neighbour lines are candidate text lines and the inter-
mediate distance with the neighbours are less than the toler-
ance value ( � � ACBED ). Now, a table in the document page
is the set of more than one consecutive candidate text lines
which have intermediate line gap less than ( � � ACBED

).
Heading lines (from tables and others) which have been pri-
marily selected as candidate lines are eliminated as isolated
lines because no table has a single row. An example of the
extraction of table from the candidate lines is given in figure
3. Table detection from the candidates text lines can also be

(a) (b)

Figure 3. Example of table extraction from candidate

lines; (a) extracted lines for fig 1(a); (b) Table within the

preprocessed image.

modeled by a regular expression as elaborated below.
Let a initial candidate text lines be represented as C, non
candidate text line be represented by N, and intermediate
gap between two consecutive text lines be represented by
T. If the gap is less than or equals to ( � � ACBED

) then
the string represented by the regular expression CT((CT) �
(NTCT)) 9 will correspond to a table in the page.

1set to ��� � in our experiment

4. Experimental results

The experiments are done on the dataset using document
pages from University of Washington’s document image
database (UW1 & UW2) and our own collection. About

(a) (b)

(c) (d)

(e) (f)
Fig. 4 – continued to next page

300 document pages are tested of which � 48% pages con-
tain table(s). All the programs are written in C and the tests
are carried out in a COMPAQ DS 20E server running digital
UNIX. Table 1 and table 2 shows the performance figures
while fig. 4 shows a few results with typical tables. The
average time for detection and identification of the table(s)



(g) (h)

(i) (j)

(k) (l)

(m) (n)

Figure 4. Figures (continued from previous page) in the

left are the original page image and in the right are seg-

mented portions within a box on preprocessed image.

for a page is about 1 second including the preprocessing
operations. The results we have got are highly encouraging
considering the simplicity and low computation cost of our
approach. As stated earlier our approach does not rely on
rule lines and performance is equally well for both types of
the tables; in fact we are removing the rule lines as a pre-
processing step.

Table 1. Overall table detection performance.
Page Page

with table without table
Table Text Text
row line line

Detected as 97.21% 0.00% 0.09%
table row
Detected as 2.79% 100.00% 99.91%
text line

Table 2. Errors in table detection.
Page Page

with table without table
Input page 143 157
Table present 218 0
Detected table 226 4

Insertion error 0.00% 0.09%
Merging error 0.00% N.A.
Deletion error 2.79% N.A.
Splitting error 3.67% N.A.

The strength of the approach can also be verified from
the results given in fig. 4. We see that the algorithm suc-
cessfully singled out different types of tables from the doc-
ument pages. There may be multiple tables in a page where
text lines are present between the tables (see fig. 4(a) & (b))
and there may not be any text lines between two successive
tables (see fig. 4(c) & (d). Full page table is also segmented
as shown in fig. 4(e) & (f). In fig. 4(g) & (h) two tables
are segmented from a page properly rejecting a near tabular
structure in between the detected tables. Next in fig. 4(i)
& (j) a hidden table detection from a page containing a no-
tice is shown. In fig. 4(k) & (l) it is notable that the table is
properly detected though there were a couple of rows with
blank fields; a job which is difficult for any table detection
algorithm. Finally in the last example (fig. 4(m) & (n)) we
see that top and bottom row lines with a lot of blank fields
have not been included showing deletion error in extreme
cases.

Regarding other characteristics of our algorithm it may
be noted that the chance of insertion error is practically nil
implying no or extremely low merging error as reflected in
the performance figures. Though the performance of the al-



gorithm is very good but it has its blemishes too. It may
not be able to separate two tables appearing side by side;
though this is rare but in that case merging would be 100%
for those tables. Multiline headings may also cause problem
as these have bigger fonts with more gaps than the normal
one. However as a discriminating criterion vertical projec-
tion profile may help as multiline headings will not have
their word gaps in column-like fashion. Another source of
concern is the tabular display math-zones like matrices and
determinants; they are likely to be identified as tables.

5. Conclusion

We conclude this paper by reiterating the plus point of
our approach. First and foremost it is fully automatic with
only one threshold ( � ). It can extract tables and table like
structures like lists. Performance is quite satisfactory and
does not affected by the change of font and page style as the
clustering is done on parameters computed for each page.
Moreover it is based on very simple observation leading
to a low cost high performance implementation. Finally a
mathematical treatment is presented and also a regular ex-
pression is proposed using which the implementation can
be done quickly through compiler tools. We hope that in fu-
ture we would able to improve our algorithm so as to avoid
merging error for multiple tables appearing side by side and
increase our dataset for a higher level of confidence on the
performance measures.
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